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Abstract: Post mortem incident investigations are vital to prevent the occurrence of similar events
and improve system safety. The increasing interactions of technical, human and organizational
elements in modern systems pose new challenges for safety management, demanding approaches
capable of complementing techno-centric investigations with social-oriented analyses. Hence, tra-
ditional risk analysis methods rooted in event-chain reactions and looking for individual points of
failure are increasingly inadequate to deal with system-wide investigations. They normally focus on
an oversimplified analysis of how work was expected to be conducted, rather than exploring what
exactly occurred among the involved agents. Therefore, a detailed analysis of incidents beyond the
immediate failures extending towards socio-technical threats is necessary. This study adopts the
system-theoretic accident model and process (STAMP) and its nested accident analysis technique,
i.e., causal analysis based on systems theory (CAST), to propose a causal incident analysis in the
railway industry. The study proposes a hierarchical safety control structure, along with system-
level safety constraints, and detailed investigations of the system’s components with the purpose
of identifying physical and organizational safety requirements and safety recommendations. The
analysis is contextualized in the demonstrative use of a railway case. In particular, the analysis
is instantiated for a 2011 incident in the United Kingdom (UK) railway system. Hence, the CAST
technique requires information regarding incidents, facts and processes. Therefore, the case study
under analysis provided the information to analyze the accidents based on system theory, in which
the results of the analysis prove the benefits of a CAST application to highlight criticalities at both
element- and system-level, spanning from component failure to organizational and maintenance
planning, enhancing safety performance in normal work practices.

Keywords: Systems-Theory; CAST method; Accident investigation; Socio-Technical Systems;
Maintenance management

1. Introduction

Accident causal models are meant to explain how events occur in order to support
the most basic elements of a risk management process. Therefore, accident models help
to identify an accident’s causal factors and hence determine what measures need to be
implemented to avoid similar consequences or reduce their likelihood in the future [1,2].
Due to the increase in the complexity of systems over time, many accidents do not simply
result from such trigger events but are caused by more complex etiological structures that
imply enormous costs [3]. Therefore, organizations can be interpreted as socio-technical
systems due to the interrelated and interdependent structures where social and technical
aspects remain intertwined [4,5]. Currently, accident reports are sometimes poorly written
when referring to causes, since the analysis frequently stops after finding someone or
something to blame and the opportunity to learn important lessons from the accident is
lost [6,7]. In addition, it is left aside that these accidents involve different factors, e.g.,
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human factors, mission, equipment, financial pressures, reputation, and information that
increase the normal operational variability of the system [8]. Moreover, any complex system
is characterized by nonlinear behaviors generated from the interactions among the system
components. Hence, dysfunctional interactions among system components are usually the
most suitable way to describe accidents, substituting event-chain-based models that focus
on individual component failures [9–12].

One interesting stream of research in this sense is built up around the systems theoretic
accident modelling and process (STAMP) model, which is rooted in control theory and
previous experience of hierarchical safety control actions [8,11]. The STAMP model has
been used to identify the systemic factors behind accident occurrence, as it provides the
basis for maximizing learning from events [6]. In STAMP, an accident is regarded as
a complex process, not just the sum of stand-alone events. It is represented through
a dynamic process that allows mapping which safety constraints were violated in a certain
safety control structure (SCS), and what systemic control failures happened during the
accident. From STAMP, it derives a powerful accident analysis tool defined as causal
analysis based on systems theory (CAST), which provides a new method of causality for
analyzing and designing systems against accidents, especially in complex socio-technical
cases [13]. CAST is able to capture infrastructure issues as well as organizational, technical
and human concerns.

From these observations, this paper aims to present the usage of CAST as a systemic
methodology for the analysis of incidents and for the definition of synthetic yet repre-
sentative explanatory bookends to report the intertwined etiology of an event. This aim
has been contextualized in the railway industry, studying an incident that occurred in the
United Kingdom (UK), according to the respective incident report made available by the
Rail Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a brief
literature review, detailing the uses of CAST in different industries and process systems.
Section 3 shows the methodology adopted to study the incident in the UK railway system.
Section 4 suggests a case of study to exploit the capabilities of CAST in a real railway inves-
tigation. Later, Section 5 provides some managerial implications and results discussion.
Lastly, the conclusions summarize the benefits of applying CAST and the way forward to
extend its application in other industry sectors.

2. Literature Review

Accident models based on control theory develop through two key phases that empha-
size the hierarchical relationships between various system components. The first phase is
the development of a diagram of functional interactions using control-feedback structures
for system components at various hierarchical levels across life-stages, called safety control
structure (SCS) [13]. Secondly, the functional interactions between all system components
are then analyzed systematically across all levels of an SCS to trace the dysfunctional
interactions from the physical systems up to the higher institutional level. One of the
most-used modeling approaches of this type is the system-theoretic accident model and
process (STAMP) method [2]. STAMP provides a useful framework to analyze how inade-
quate control and constraints violations may occur. As a model, the STAMP promotes the
development of a powerful accident analysis technique defined as causal analysis based on
system theory (CAST) [14,15]. CAST provides a framework to examine the entire design
and operational characteristics of the socio-technical system to determine the systemic
causal factors and modifications needed to prevent similar losses in the future [13,16]. The
following section describes some works on how the CAST method has been previously
applied in industrial processes, highlighting the advantages of the method over traditional
causal analysis methods [17].

Within the gas transportation industry, accident prevention strategies mainly rely on
risk assessment using traditional event-based accident models, which are not sufficient for
explaining accidents related to the complex socio-technical system [18]. A CAST analysis
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has been used to demonstrate the safety flaws and to uncover the rationale behind the
decisions that were made leading up to the catastrophic gas explosion in a pipeline [15].
This analysis went beyond pure technical factors, allowing the analysis of complex socio-
technical accidents such as underground pipeline gas accidents. Especially, urban under-
ground pipelines are referred to as high-risk processes, where various failures could bring
out unexpected interactions which would cause the collapse of a safety system [18–20]. Sim-
ilar issues emerge for oxygen gas pipelines in safety-critical sectors, such as hospitals [21].

Within the defense sector, a new approach combined a STAMP-inspired safety control
theory with human reliability analysis (HRA) [22] to focus more on human error causality
within a socio-technical system. This combination was rationalized and proven feasible
by using a test case of the Minuteman III missile accident. The integrated method based
on the STAMP and systems dynamic model fitted within HRA research, highlighting
the contributing factors and categorizing them. The identified factors were related to
a broader socio-technical perspective and were suggested to be more comprehensive than
the causation results presented in the accident investigation report issued officially [23].

Several works combined system control theory with additional model or methods to
explore more advantages from the analysis to improve the safety constraints of the system
and reduce the potential for unexpected events. In the air traffic domain, a STAMP-driven
framework was integrated with levels of the human factors analysis and classification
system (HFACS) [24] to design a STAMP-HFACS diagram, in which the STAMP individual
and organizational error taxonomy was extended by the HFACS taxonomy. This research
showed how the HFACS categories and factors could be incorporated into the CAST schema
for an accident of a Coast Guard helicopter [25]. In the aerospace industry, an application
of CAST has been proposed for the International Space Station EVA 23 water intrusion into
suit mishap [26].

The maritime industry also attracted interest for the STAMP-based application. It is
among the most regulated industries with many comprehensive standards regarding safety
at sea, security, health and protection of crew members, and environmental safeguard-
ing [27], also due to the attraction that naval incidents have on media and reputational
risks [28]. In these settings, CAST provided a more systematic and comprehensive per-
spective on accident analysis, helping to discover more problems and defects at different
levels in a grounding accident cruise [29]. Specific recommendations have been instructed
through CAST, related to blackout, loss of propulsion and near grounding situations in
stormy water [28].

Still in transportation, the railway industry is a widely investigated domain from a safety
perspective, usually referred to as an intertwined set of human–technical–organizational
factors [30]. In this regard, a study developed control theory and accident taxonomies
in the Japanese High-Speed Railway (HSP) context. The analysis revealed challenges
and possible improvements to organizational and institutional factors affecting safety
for the Japanese HSR. CAST proved to be effective in uncovering a generalized accident
mechanism archetype that considers dynamic interactions between various sub-systems
and stakeholders at the institutional and organizational levels [2].

The literature confirms that CAST, despite being a relatively recent method, has at-
tracted great interest for implementation as an accident analysis tool in various fields
including subsea systems [31], healthcare systems [32], maritime transportation [33], coal
mining [34], nuclear power plants [35], among others. These studies suggest that CAST
prevails over traditional linear accident models by accounting for human factors, organiza-
tional factors, on top of technical aspects [36]. As such, it is confirmed to be a reasonable
testbed for tracing more complicated failure mechanisms, as the ones expected to be present
in railway operations.
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3. Methods
3.1. System-Theoretic Accident Model and Process

In the traditional causality models, accidents are caused by chains of failure events,
where each failure directly causes the next one in the chain. In systems theory, emergent
properties, such as safety, arise from the interactions between the system components [11].
The emergent properties are controlled by imposing constraints on the behavior of and
interactions between the components. Safety then becomes a control problem where the
goal of the control is to enforce the safety constraints. Accidents result from inadequate
control or enforcement of safety-related constraints on the development, design, and
operation of the system [13]. The system-theoretic accident model and process (STAMP)
accident model is based on these principles.

Controls must be established to accomplish the control of a system’s behavior by
enforcing the safety constraints in its design and operation. These controls do not need to
involve necessarily a human or automated controller, e.g., component behaviors and unsafe
interactions may be controlled through physical design, or social controls that include
organizational, governmental, and regulatory structures, and may span cultural, and
policy constraints. In this framework, preventing future accidents requires shifting from
a focus on preventing failures to the broader goal of designing and implementing controls
to understand why an accident occurred and determining why the previous controls
were ineffective [37]. The STAMP is based on these principles and its foundations are on
three basic constructs, here introduced with relevance for railway operations [6,38,39].

1. Safety constraints: the most important role in STAMP is not the event, but the con-
straints, the events that lead to losses occur only because safety constraints have not
been successfully applied. As technology advances, the identification and enforce-
ment of safety constraints become increasingly hard; in the past, many constraints
were physical, related to the strength of the materials or equipment, therefore, the
constraints allowed the use of passive controls that ensured safety as long as the
physical presence existed. On the other hand, active controls require certain actions
to provide protection in: (i) the detection of a hazards event; (ii) the measurement of
variables; (iii) the interpretation of measurements; (iv) the response. The introduction
of active controls, e.g., electromechanical controls, allowed operators to control the
process from a great distance. However, direct contact with the process generates
a possible loss of information, and consequentially, the additional causation of errors.
To provide all the necessary information, designers must provide feedback on the
actions of the operators and any errors that may have occurred.

2. Hierarchical Safety Control Structure: each level imposes constraints on the underlying
layers to control their behavior. Control processes work between the layers to control
the processes at the lower level and to enforce safety constraints. Incidents occur when
audit processes provide insufficient control and/or safety constraints are violated;
some examples of those could be: (i) missing constraints; (ii) inadequate safety-check
actions; (iii) poor communication; (iv) incorrect procedures; (v) lack of feedback
to detect errors. Therefore, among the hierarchical levels of each control structure,
downward communication channels are required to provide information to impose
constraints and upward communication channels to obtain feedback and measure to
how much the constraints are respected. The control structures always change over
time, especially those that include human components, which is why the controls must
not necessarily be applied in an authoritarian way by imposing rules or requirements;
it is possible to set objectives to be achieved at the lower levels and leave them the
decision on the best way to achieve the required result.

3. Process Model: The model of process plays an important role in understanding why
accidents occur; why humans provide certain control over safety-critical systems and
in the design of safety systems. Each controller—either human or automated—needs
a process model in a STAMP formulation. The models may contain only two variables
or could be very complicated with many parameters. To define a process model, it is
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necessary to isolate the defined control laws and the value of the variables over time,
and to relate them to the varieties of execution: incorrect process models; incorrect
commands given; correct actions requested too early or too late, control applied too
early or maintained too long.

3.2. Causal Analysis Based on System Theory

Causal analysis based on system theory (CAST) is a method used to understand the
identity of an adverse or undesired event that leads to loss in a certain process [31]. The
purpose of using CAST is to learn how to avoid losses in the future; those causes identified
should not be reduced to an arbitrary “root cause”, due to the fact that many systemic
factors defined in a “root cause” are often omitted in accident reports, with the result that
some of important/far-reaching causes are ignored or never fixed [13]. Figure 1 depicts
the CAST technique methodology applied step by step. In addition, the following section
describes each step to perform the same CAST analysis.

Figure 1. Methodology to perform a CAST technique.

Therefore, the method tries to learn as much from every accident as possible to be in
a position to define the causes and probable causes, in order to find the issues responsible
and then reduce the losses caused by them in order to avoid future accidents.

Step 1. Basic Components and Information Gathering
The method starts by identifying the boundaries of the system under analysis. Then,

the hazards that led to the loss and the constraints that must be satisfied in the design and
operation of the system need to be identified. The constraints include the concerns of the
investigation and the SCS to be considered that extend beyond the boundaries of the system
itself and, indeed, beyond its responsibilities [13]. Deriving the safety constraints from the
hazard is rather obvious, except perhaps for the inclusion of constraints to handle the case
where the hazard is not avoided. The failure or unsafe behavior of a system component is
not a system hazard, it is rather the cause of a hazard. Once such information is defined, it
is essential to understand what happened in the controlling process, as in the following
conditions [23]:

• Requirements for hazard mitigation: check if the industry provides protection
against hazards.

• Controls: verify if the safety equipment (controls) was designed to satisfy the above
hazard mitigation requirements.

• Missing or inadequate controls that might have prevented the accident.
• Failures: check for damage in the process equipment.
• Unsafe interactions: verify if there were dangerous interactions among the system

components in the accidents caused.
• Contextual factors: verify if there are factors that can influence the process.
• Summary of the roles: inspect the roles of the components in the accident.

Step 2. Modeling the Safety Control Structure
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Control processes operate between levels to control the processes at lower levels in
the hierarchy. These control processes enforce the safety constraints for which the control
process is responsible. Accidents occur when these processes provide inadequate control,
and the safety constraints are violated by the behavior of the lower-level components [6].
At each level of the hierarchical structure, inadequate control may result from missing
constraints (unassigned responsibility for safety), inadequate safety control commands,
commands that were not executed correctly at a lower level, or inadequately communicated
or processed feedback about constraint enforcement. The cause is always that the control
structure and controls constructed to prevent the hazard were not effective in preventing
the hazard. The CAST analyses exist for a certain type of loss; the controls probably will
have been identified in previous analyses [13], that is why the CAST purpose is (i) to
determine why and how they might be improved; (ii) generate the questions and answer
them; (iii) identify more controls and even constraints.

Step 3. Individual Component Analysis: Why were the Controls Ineffective?
With the development of the SCS, it is possible to determine the controls that caused

losses in the process. The CAST analysis involves identifying the flaws in this model and de-
termining why they occurred to identify the roles in the loss and start determining whether
the responsibilities were satisfied. When the component analysis has been completed and
documented, a summary can be made of the role of the component in the accident along
with recommendations.

Consequently, it is necessary to perform the analysis by generating questions about
what happened in the event that must be answered during the investigation in order to
give a detailed description of why the accident occurred. The analysis could be focalized
on the following issues [40]:

• Component responsibilities related to the accident.
• Contribution (actions, lack of actions, decisions) to the hazardous state.
• Flaws in the mental/process model contributing to the actions.
• Contextual factors explaining the actions, decisions, and process model flaws.

Step 4. Analyzing the Control Structure as a Whole
The systemic analysis focuses on factors that affect the behaviors and interactions of

all the components working together within the SCS to prevent hazardous system states.
The following are some of the important systemic factors that might be considered during
the analysis [13]:

• Communication and coordination.
• The safety information system.
• Safety culture.
• Design of the safety management system.
• Changes and dynamics over time, in the system and in the environment.
• Internal and external economic and related factors in the system environment not

covered previously in the analysis.

Step 5. Generating Recommendations and Changes to the SCS
The process of generating recommendations should be straightforward if the analysis

have been conducted thoroughly. The scope of creating recommendations is to change
the SCS in the part of the process that failed in order to prevent a similar loss in the
future. Sometimes recommendations are made but never implemented, so not only must
there be some way to ensure that recommendations are followed, but there must also
be feedback to ensure that they are effective in achieving objectives and strengthening
the SCS. A continuous hazard improvement program can be designed as part of any
risk management program in which both the hazard and the recommendations made
to reduce it are monitored. There are three requirements to create and implement the
recommendations [13]:

• Assigning responsibility for implementing the recommendations.
• Checking that they have been implemented.
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• Establishing a feedback system to determine whether they were effective in strength-
ening the controls.

The goal here is to ensure that the organization is continually learning and improving
its risk management efforts so that the potential for losses is reduced over time.

4. Case Study

The follow section describes a train derailment incident of the UK railway system. De-
spite its limited severity, i.e., small damage to the train structure, and no injured people [41],
we decided to use CAST on it in order to prove how even small events can generate high
learning potential, if analyzed from a systemic lens.

4.1. Summary of the Accident

On 26 August 2011, at about 00:44, on Network Rail infrastructure, a train derailment
occurred just before Bordesley Junction, Birmingham, in the fourth wagon (PHA type)
from the end of a 6Z31 freight train from Lafarge Aggregates Ltd. (Lutterworth, UK), while
travelling at 18 km/h. The freight train continued; the following three wagons (KJA type)
were pulled into derailment at the junction. The derailed wagons then ran afoul of the
adjacent line for 103 m before they re-railed on a crossover. Finally, the train stopped with
its rear wagon 33 m beyond the crossover. Figure 2 shows a geographical map highlighting
the location of the event. This figure is complemented by Figure 3 that represents the details
and path followed by the freight trains at a higher level of detail.

Figure 2. Location of the incident.

During the derailment, another freight train (6O46) was approaching on the adjacent
line. The train stopped when the driver saw the signal for the junction change from green
to red. He could see clouds of dust from the train coming towards him. Both freight trains
stopped alongside each other. Neither train driver nor the staff was injured.

The rear PHA wagon which ran derailed suffered damage to its suspension and
braking equipment. There was extensive damage to the track and signaling equipment at
the junction. The railway line through the junction remained closed while the train was
repaired so it could be moved to a nearby siding; a restricted service in one direction over
the junction was implemented on 27 August in the early hours when the track damage was
repaired and the signaling restored. A full service was running again on 28 August, albeit
with an emergency speed restriction to the trains over the Bordesley Junction, Birmingham.
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Figure 3. Details of the incident site and infrastructures.

4.2. Causal Analysis Based on System Theory (CAST) Application

This section proposes a step-by-step application of CAST to document the applicability
of the STAMP SCS as a means of isolating and providing the relevant descriptive findings
about the event.

Step 1. Basic components and information gathering to identify the hazards and
the safety constraints involved in the loss

The combination of factors related to the suspension on the wagon and the track
geometry at the junction could produce a loss related to damage to the train or injuries
to people.

For the train integrity, the related hazard is uncontrolled train passage at crossovers.
Consequently, it is possible to define the following high-level safety constraints:

1. Operating conditions must be set according to the constraints posed by the infrastruc-
ture company and the train company.

2. Infrastructure maintenance must be timely and effective.
3. Train equipment maintenance must be timely and effective.
4. The railway signage system must be able to communicate the real situation to

the driver.
5. The braking system must function properly when passing over a crossover.

For public safety, the hazard is the exposure of operators on board or on the track and
citizens to a train derailment. Accordingly, the respective high-level safety constraints are:

1. The safety system of the train must protect staff in case of derailment.
2. Warnings and other measures must be available to protect operators and citizens close

to crossovers.

Step 2. Modeling the Safety Control Structure to map the process system
There were nine main organizations involved in the incident. Four of them belong

to the UK government and are in charge of the creation of the regulations to manage and
maintain the transport system, the rest of the organizations are related with the UK railway
system that guarantee and manage the operation of the rail transport service.

Some relevant aspects related to the organization are that the Lafarge assumed that
its PHA wagon fleet could continue to operate and be maintained as before unless told
otherwise by the Private Wagon Registration Agreement Management Group (PWRAMG)
or Wabtec. Wabtec continued to maintain the PHA wagon fleet to the approved maintenance
plan, as they were contracted to do, because they expected the PWRAMG or Lafarge
to instruct them to do otherwise if necessary; and the PWRAMG continued to give its
agreement for the PHA wagon fleet to operate over the national network, as its primary
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role was to check the requirements of the PWRA were being met. Table 1 summarizes the
roles of each organization, as per the discussed incident.

Table 1. Organizations responsibilities and roles involved in the incidents.

Organization Roles and Responsibilities

Cabinet Minister (1) S/he manages the guidelines creating legislation to give a general rule for the management of
safety and risk in the railway system

Department of Transport It works with other agencies and partners to support the transport network providing policy,
guidance, and funding to local authorities

Rail Accident Investigation
Branch (2) (RAIB)

It works with the other agencies to investigate accidents in order to improve railway safety
and inform the industry and the public

Office of Rail and Road (3) (ORR)
It regulates the rail industry’s health and safety performance, holds Network Rail and other
rail infrastructure networks to account and makes sure that the rail industry is competitive
and fair

Network Rail Management
Infrastructure It manages and regulates the processes to guarantee the operation of the railway systems

Private Wagon Registration
Agreement Management
Group (4) (PWRAMG)

It works to manage the guidelines and control the staff related with the system

Wabtec Rail Limited (5) It works to provide maintenance of the trains and its components

DB Schenker It operates and contracts the staff of the trains

Lafarge Aggregates Ltd. The owners of the trains which operate on the United Kingdom (UK) railway system

Additional notes on the organizations’ roles and responsibilities: (1) The assignment of a maintenance entity
for the vehicles operated in the Network Railway system must be selected based on European Railway Safety
Directive 2004/49/EC (as amended by European Railway Safety Directive 2008/110/EC). (2) The Railways and
Transport Safety Act 2003 and its associated implementing regulations, the Railways (Accident Investigation and
Reporting) Regulations 2005, give the RAIB authority to make recommendations. Under the Act and Regulations,
the RAIB can direct recommendations to any organization or person that is considered best placed to implement
the required changes. (3) The private wagon owners must have a Private Wagon Registration Agreement (PWRA),
the registration that allows them to operate freight trains subject to separate arrangements. This undertaking
requires certification under the Railways and Other Guided Transport Systems (Safety) Regulations 2006 (ROGS),
that provide the regulatory regime for rail safety and identifies the legal responsibilities and duties of private
wagon owners and Network Rail. (4) Audits the owners and maintainers of private wagons to confirm they have
the procedures in place to manage and maintain their wagons and control their management and maintenance in
accordance with the PWRA. It is also requested to apply a bi-annual asset-condition check audit which looks at the
condition of a selection of wagons within a fleet against their approved maintenance plans. Moreover, the prepa-
ration of Private Owner Circulation Letters (POCLs) may be issued to private wagon owners and state the actions
that must be taken in response to any changes to procedures. (5) The wagons undergo an annual vehicle inspection
and brake test (VIBT), and two planned preventative maintenance (PPM) examinations every four months; the
maintenance plan is reviewed by PWRAMG and certified by Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB).

In Table 1, one can find the most important laws and certifications applicable in the
operating context to operate the freight train system. For this research, other specific
maintenance plans and certifications of cars and trains of the railway system are neglected
in our analysis.

Table 1 explains the system components and their roles that comprise the UK railway
system. This information supports the creation of the STAMP model of the system and
identifies the safety constraints violated or inadequately provided during the incident.

Step 3. Individual Component Analysis: Why were the Controls Ineffective?
Actions to analyze the organizational processes
This section describes the violations of the system safety constraints that led to the

incident. The violations are listed by each involved organization and then clustered into
dedicated organization-specific Boxes 1–4 in which each violation has been defined by
a code to facilitate the understanding and traceability for more analyses to be developed in
the subsequent sections.
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Box 1. Safety constraints violations from Network Rail management Infrastructure.

Network Rail management Infrastructure (NRI)

Safety constraints violated or inadequately provided:

NRI.1 The maintenance team were carrying out measured shovel packing repairs at a track joint before the first track twist and
at the joints within the switches and crossing for the junction after the second track twist. The aligned waveforms for the
section of track with the track twists did not change throughout 2011, but it did change over time in the vicinity of the
joints which was as a result of the work done by the maintenance team.

NRI.2 The maintenance team had carried out similar repairs at these joints several times in the past. They did not measure the
cant in the section of plain line between the joints, so they did not find the reported track twists. Therefore, the track
twists went unrepaired.

NRI.3 Network Rail maintenance had arranged for a tamping shift to take place at Bordesley Junction during an overnight
engineering possession on 21 and 22 August. The work started over two hours later than planned as the tampers did not
arrive at their starting places at Bordesley Junction until 02:45 h. The tamping shift did take place that night, but it ran
short of time so not all of the planned work could be done.

NRI.4 The ballast in places at Bordesley Junction was contaminated with dirt and dust, especially near to the overbridged
section. Witnesses suggested that the formation beneath the track bed at the junction was poor due to water discharging
from the drains on the overbridged section onto the track at the junction.

NRI.5 Although the rail was well within its maintenance limits, the side wear changed the contact angle between the wheel
flange and the rail head. This increased the likelihood of the flange climbing onto the rail head.

Box 2. Safety constraints violations from Private Wagon Registration Agreement Management
Group office.

Network Rail PWRAMG (NRM)

Safety constraints violated or inadequately provided:

NRM.1 The report issued by Serco in 2009 shows the problems in the suspension but at the moment of the incident: (i) no
modifications had been made to the suspension on REDA 16066; (ii) the way in which the PHA wagon fleet was operated
on the national network had not been reassessed; (iii) no formal changes had been made to the wagons’ maintenance
regime.

NRM.2 The Network Rail PWRAMG identified a number of changes to the suspension components to reduce the likelihood of
the wheels locking up but did not set a timescale for completion of this assessment.

NRM.3 The Network Rail PWRAMG knew from the testing carried out by Serco that the suspensions were prone to lock up,
but the wagon fleets continued running in service; based on the incident and failures data, they decided that no further
action was needed.

NRM.4 The Network Rail PWRAMG issued a letter to all private wagon owners when provided details of the proposed
engineering changes and the new maintenance checks. It did not mandate that the maintenance checks should be carried
out; the maintenance checks became mandatory nineteen months after they were first proposed by the PWRAMG.

Box 3. Safety constraints violations from Wabtec maintenance Staff.

Wabtec maintenance Staff (WS)

Safety constraints violated or inadequately provided:

WS.1 The maintainers followed the instructions for each type of examination, each instruction called for specific components
within the suspension to be examined. However, some were not fully visible or could not be measured unless the
suspension was disassembled by lifting the wagon and taking the wheelset out.

WS.2 The damper pot liner wear plate on the trailing left-hand wheel’s suspension was worn beyond its maintenance limit.
WS.3 While the prescribed maintenance process for REDA 16066 was being completed, this did not lead the maintainers to

identify and change worn components within the suspension before this wear increased the likelihood of the suspension
locking-up.

WS.4 Wabtec did not include the new checks within the maintenance plans in 2009 or on any of the documentation that is filled
in when an examination takes place.
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Box 4. Safety constraints violations from DB Schenker.

DB Schenker (DB)

Safety constraints violated or inadequately provided:

DB.1 The effectiveness of grease in reducing the level of friction between the wheel flange and the rail was limited by its
position low down on the inside face. It was also the case that at the time of derailment the rails were dry, and therefore
the level of friction was higher than it would have been if they were wet.

Developing the Safety Control Structure
The previous section described how the STAMP model provided a useful framework

for analyzing how inadequate control and constraint violation occur. Therefore, the STAMP
SCS has been developed, as per the following two phases (i) high-level SCS (cf. Figure 4);
(ii) detailed SCS to allow a major level of granularity in the controlled process (cf. Figure 5).

Figure 4. High level SCS for the UK railway system.

The high-level SCS is represented in Figure 4 and it has been sectioned into the
following controllers and controlled processes: (i) the Cabinet Minister of the Department of
Transport; (ii) the Rail Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB); (iii) the Office of Rail and Road
(ORR). Further, the Network Rail organization is divided into two divisions: (iv) Network
Rail Management Infrastructure; (v) Private Wagon Registration Agreement Management
Group (PWRAMG). Later, (vi) DB Schenker; (vii) Wabtec Rail Limited; and (viii) Lafarge
Aggregates Ltd. Serco (represented in gray in Figure 4). Serco is an organization that does
not belong to the railway system but worked with Network Rail to carry out an analysis on
the performance of the wagons.
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Figure 5. Detailed SCS model of the event under examination.
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A subsequent SCS is proposed by isolating the organizations related to the process
of carrying out train operations in the UK railway system at the time of the event, that
are more relevant for the study of the event at hand (cf. Figure 5). The role and task
developed by Lafarge Aggregates Ltd. Serco has been defined in gray to document that
these interactions happen in exceptional cases.

Additionally, Figure 6 presents a detailed diagram representing the effects of viola-
tions of the safety constraints defined by the codes created in the previous section. This
figure shows the safety constraints identified previously giving clearer evidence on the
relationships between the controllers and controlled processes involved.

Figure 6. Focus on main unsafe constraints and system components involved.

Step 4. Analyzing the Control Structure as a whole to document the causes for
ineffective controls in the SCS

Following the development of the SCS and by defining the violated safety constraints,
it is then possible to highlight the ineffective control actions performed as being linked
to the event. Before investigating the ineffectiveness of the controls, an updated SCS was
proposed. Figure 7 highlights in red the control actions or feedback that was carried out
inadequately, or was even missing. The red lines identify a relationship between the safety
constraints violated and the organizations involved in the SCS. On the other hand, Figure 7
presents blue elements that identify additional control actions or feedback that can be
recommended once proceeding in the CAST application. These lines have been identified
by embracing a systems perspective that looks for potential improvements driven by the
structure presented in the SCS and linked to the identified failures. While this is not
expected to be a full-fledged set of analyses, it should be interpreted as a tentative way
forward for a proper socio-technical investigation driven by a CAST application.
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Figure 7. Updated SCS: in red the control actions or feedback performed inadequately or missing; in
blue additional recommended control actions or feedback.
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A detailed analysis follows on how control actions and feedbacks loops were ineffec-
tive during the event, along with the components involved in these actions. Therefore, this
analysis has been provided in dedicated organization-specific Boxes 5–10 (same color used
in the STAMP model to identify the safety constraints that were lacking) to relate to the
component highlighted in the STAMP model with the ineffective safety constraints system.

Box 5. Description of how safety constrains from Network Rail PWRAMG has been provided
inadequately.

Network Rail PWRAMG

Ineffective Control Actions/Feedback:

1 The control action (Regulations) from Network Rail PWRAMG to Maintenance Execution management unit that delivers to the
Maintenance execution management unit. Since they did not mandate the changes in the maintenance and inspections of the
Railway structure, and the maintenance checks became mandatory nineteen months after they were first suggested.

2 The control action (Method of inspection) from Network Rail PWRAMG to PWRAMG inspectors that provides the guidelines for
inspection of the wagons. Since they did not modify the threshold in the measurement of the dynamic track twist, a 3-m track
twist more severe than 1 in 200 reduced the load on the leading right-hand wheel, causing the flange to climb onto the rail
head. Although trains were permitted to operate over track with this degree of track twist, the derailment is unlikely to have
occurred in its absence.

Box 6. Description of how safety constrains from Wabtec Rail Limited has been provided inadequately.

Wabtec Rail Limited

Ineffective Control Actions/Feedback:

1 The control action (Planned Preventative Maintenance) from Wabtec Rail Limited to Wabtec Rail Limited maintainers that imposed
the guideline to repair and monitor the components of the wagons; because they did not implement the changes in the
suspension of the wagon PHA, established in the POCL given from Network Rail PAWRAMG and had not included the new
checks within the maintenance plans of 2009 or on any of the documentation that is filled in when an examination takes place.

2 The control action (Procedure related to the wagons and POCLs) from Wabtec Rail Limited to Lafarge Aggregates Ltd that impose
the work condition of the wagon and report through private owner circulation letter (POCL) the changes related with the
regulations and test.

Box 7. Description of how safety constrains from Wabtec Rail Limited maintainers has been provided
inadequately.

Wabtec Rail Limited maintainers

Ineffective Control Actions/Feedback:

1 The control action (PPM) from Wabtec Rail Limited maintainers of PHA wagon that repairs and monitors the components of the
wagons, because the maintainers followed the instructions for each type of examination. However, some were not fully
visible or could not be measured unless the suspension was disassembled by lifting the wagon and taking the wheelset out.
While the prescribed maintenance process for REDA 16066 was being complied with, this did not lead the maintainers to
identify and change worn components within the suspension before this wear increased the likelihood of the suspension
locking-up.

2 The feedback (PPM report) from Wabtec Rail Limited maintainers of PHA wagon that describes the changes and maintenance of
the wagon during the PPM. Since February 2010, there was no record of any work being done to the trailing corner on the
left-hand side, but REDA 16066 was last lifted in October 2010 during a PPM examination.

Box 8. Description of how safety constrains from Executive and Business Support Team has been
provided inadequately.

Executive and Business Support Team

Ineffective Control Actions/Feedback:

1 The control action (POCL) from Executive and Business support team to Lafarge Aggregates Ltd that communicates to the owners of
the trains any change in the policies and the regulations related to the operations of the train or the conditions of the work
staff. Since the POCL in 2009, the Executive and Business support team did not make any effort to convince the owners to
carry out the changes necessary in the suspension wagon to avoid the locking up of the wheel.
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Box 9. Description of how safety constrains from DB Schenker maintainers has been provided inadequately.

DB Schenker maintainers

Ineffective Control Actions/Feedback:

1 The control action (Maintenance) from DB Schenker maintainers to 6Z31 train that inspects, repairs and maintains the train equip-
ment. The damper pot liner wear plate on the trailing left-hand wheel’s suspension was worn beyond its maintenance limit.

Box 10. Description of how safety constrains from Border Junction maintenance team has been
provided inadequately.

Border Junction maintenance team

Ineffective Control Actions/Feedback:

1 The control action (Maintenance) from Border Junction maintenance team to Railway infrastructure that inspects and repairs the
railway structure. The team did not repair the twisted track section where the event occurred. On 25 August, the up and
down main Bordesley lines and the track over the junction were inspected by Network Rail maintenance staff on foot. No
problems were found by the staff that carried out this inspection. It was also the case that at the time of derailment, the rails
were dry, and therefore the level of friction was higher than it would have been if they were wet.

Step 5. Generating Recommendations and Changes to the SCS to drive system
improvements

Since CAST was conceived as a socio-technical accident analysis tool, and an orga-
nizational learning support, one of the most important phases for its application is the
generation of safety recommendations to improve existing safety constraints or add new
ones. For the purpose of the paper, the recommendations have been tentatively defined by
exploring the SCS in terms of the feedback or control actions that were missing or were in-
adequate. While this is not expected to be a full-fledged set of recommendations, it should
be interpreted rather as an example of possible outcomes originated from the analysis
related to inspections to be prioritized. Rather than being a validated set of on-the-shelf
solutions for railway infrastructure, the purpose of the following recommendations is to
guide the reader into understanding the complete applicability of CAST.

Accordingly, in line with the previous findings, these recommendations have been
represented in organization-specific Boxes 11–13 (same color used in the STAMP model
to highlight the control actions and feedback recommendations to improve the safety
management system under analysis).

Box 11. Detail description of new recommendation for Network Rail PWRAMG.

Network Rail PWRAMG

Improvements and recommendations:

1 The track twist measurement process should become a periodic inspection. Rather than being interpreted as ad hoc consultations,
a formal periodic process to ensure that track twists are within standards should be required. Even though this measurements
process can be outsourced to an external company (such as Serco, for the event under investigation), there are no restrictions
in doing it in-house. For the monitoring, it should be taken into consideration the fact that the cant distance varies depending
on the load. As such, it could be possible to start using sensors that automatize the monitoring process on sample parts of
the lines.

Box 12. Detail description of new recommendation for DB Schenker maintainers.

DB Schenker maintainers

Improvements and recommendations:

1 A formal inspection for the suspension system should be carried out. This recommendation starts from the missed correspondence
of components for the train 6Z31 involved in the event, as maintained by DB Schenker. This should be a regulated action in
the charge of the train company.

2 The inspection of suspension shall be part of a formalized information exchange process. The results of inspections as carried out by
the train companies should be validated by the Network Rail PWRAMG.
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Box 13. Detail description of new recommendation for Network Rail management Infrastructure.

Network Rail management Infrastructure

Improvements and recommendations:

1 Train operations should be shared between the train operating company and Network Rail to ensure the smooth and effective management of
the maintenance plan. This recommendation emerges from the need to properly schedule time-based maintenance interventions
for the train owned by a company and for Network rail to establish properly the time scale of each intervention.

5. Discussion

This study did not analyze the system development process since the incident was
mainly caused by inadequate control actions during the system operation process. Fur-
thermore, to determine the conditions in which failure control factors occurred, the CAST
analysis identified the contexts in which decisions were made, inadequate control actions,
inaccurate feedback, and mental model flaws of controllers exist as per the built SCS.

The CAST analysis even presented five additional recommendations to the original
investigation report, raising the total number of recommendations from four to nine. In
general, the original recommendations from the official report were restricted to contractors’
procedure deviations. It is not useful and should not be the goal of an accident report to
apportion blame or describe causes only linked to human error, but to understand what
led to this error, and how this can be avoided in the future. More important than numbers,
the CAST analysis identified systemic causal factors that allow the prevention not only of
similar events in the future, but broader types of accidents that stem from unsafe control
actions at higher levels of the safety control structure.

In addition, through CAST, it is possible to provide additional recommendations
from official investigations, especially on systemic factors. There is a need to rethink the
way in which the organizational agencies conduct accident analysis or procedures. The
study raises the issue that in the analysis of this accident conducted by the Rail Accidents’
Investigation Branch, they generally refrained from reviewing their own control actions
contributing to the hazard [42]. Using novel approaches, such as CAST, accident analysis
carried out by organizational and governmental agencies can reduce the subjectivity in
selecting the chaining conditions and provide general recommendations to be absorbed by
different levels of the SCS [43].

It could be observed that an incident can propagate further, generating other events
with smaller or even larger consequences. The CAST method is not very effective for such
purposes: as a causal analysis method, it inherits a strong reactive ex post perspective.
The purpose of its application is thus static, in the sense that it does instantiate a previous
event, and identify measures related to it, along with potential recommendations that
are, however, rooted in the context being investigated. However, this specific incident
proved that even minor events, if studied systematically and coherently can offer large
learning opportunities. The same findings can be defended in other sectors, as per the
CAST technique which provided safety recommendations in space operations [26]; or coal
mine settings [34]; or even in underground pipeline accidents [15].

6. Conclusions

The present study provides an exemplary application of a system-theoretic approach
in a specific railway incident. The CAST method based on systems theory has resulted
in being effective for understanding accident causation mechanisms in a way that sug-
gests improvement measures to prevent future, even major, events [44,45]. CAST offered
a systematic and comprehensive perspective of the incident and allowed the discovery of
problems and defects among the different organizational levels. CAST can use specific
events for accident causal analysis and improve the system’s ability to find and correct
problems [46].

Moreover, the proposed analysis of the railway incident demonstrated that the CAST
technique can represent a powerful alternative to traditional methods. Whilst the official
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accident report propositions were limited to changes in the process system and documen-
tary aspects, additional recommendations, especially regarding systemic factors and design
flaws, were obtained from CAST for each component that played a role in the accident
causation. These recommendations may prevent not only similar events, but broader types
of accidents that span from causal mechanisms linked to managerial and organizational
factors, lack of governmental controls, towards more operational layers.

On the other hand, future research could be carried out to complement or improve
the current CAST analyses. The implementation of simulations [47,48] or system dynamics
models [49] could be a promising way forward in this sense to ensure a dynamic integration
of data [50]. System dynamics can be used to explore the causal relationships following
the logic presented in the SCS, extended with ad hoc modelling. In addition, it is possible
to complement the analysis with human reliability models to extend the way human
controllers behave and are influenced by work or contextual pressures [22,23]. Furthermore,
quantitative analysis based on Bayesian modelling may complement the reactive dimension
of CAST with proactive estimations of the events’ likelihood even in the case of intertwined
sets of contributing factors [51].
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